
Close-Fitting Cassette awning that is easy to operate

Family Kompakt

“… always keeping sight, 
                          of the real values.”
The distinctive features of our FAMILY KOMPAKT are its superior quality, ease of operation 

and high value retention. Its classic design lends tranquillity to the home and bestows a          

holiday atmosphere. 

This high-quality cassette awning fits snugly against the 

wall and offers a high degree of comfort and superb 

technical features. The FAMILY KOMPAKT combines the 

protective function of a cassette awning with the ease of 

installation of an open awning: the support tube is open 

thus making fitting simpler. The cassette can also be 

supplied without side end caps for recess fit installation.

EN  13561

FULL CASSETTE
A height of just 200mm and a depth of 200mm

(when the cassette is closed), the FAMILY KOMPAKT 

boasts an extremely compact design. The full 

cassette, which is closed on all sides, protects the 

awning against soiling and the effects of the weather.



System

Options
For even greater comfort you can equip your FAMILY KOMPAKT  with:

The FAMILY KOMPAKT is a sturdy, longlasting quality awning with:

▶ Front profile with double hollow chamber and integral rain gutter  ▶ 40 x 40 x 2㎜ console tube, Galvanised and Powder-coated

▶ Rust-free pins, Teflon-coated bearings, stainless steel screws

Framework
Colours

- 6 Standard Colours

- System can be custom powder coated at extra cost

Awning Fabrics - Can be made used with a variety of materials

- Please call us for more details

Accessories** 1. Sun & Wind sensor

2. Radio remote control / electric motor with integral radio control

3. Motion Sensor

4. Remote control LED Lighting system 

Fabric Cover Shell  ▲
The fabric cover shell offers an elegant solution for 
concealing the fabric roller.

Arm Bracket  ▲
Arm bracket of high-strength aluminium alloy with 
support and high-impact screw, upper arm fork of 
forged aluminium.

Spring Tension Arm ▲
In the central hinged arm joints, a plastic sheath 
prevents soiling and corrosion of the double cable 
and extends its service life.

The front profile bracket connects the arms
securely to the front profile and permits

easy adjustment of the angle.

TYPE

WIDTH

FULL CASSETTE

Max. 9,000 mm

PROJECTION
(Possible arm Lengths)

Drive Motor drive (electric motor)

crank drive (bevel gear) possible on request (reduced price)

Millimetre-accurate manufacture in all intermediate widths!

2,100/2,600/3,100/3,600/4,100 mm

▶ Motion Sensor          ▶ Sun and Wind Sensor       ▶ Radio Remote Control      ▶ Remote control LED Light system

Technical Features

Install Variation

WallCeiling Rafter 

Scope of supply,
attachment

- Incl.wall consoles for Concrete

  B25 C20/25 (for anchor Bolts : FAZ II M 12) ** Combination options and restrictions can be found in the current GS world price list.


